
 

Name:Cara Williams Unit/Topic:  ELAR Week of: Oct. 26-30, 2020 

Lesson Plans 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

TEKS/Stand
ards 

K.1 (A/C), K.1(E) K.2(Aii/iv/v), 
K.2(B-i), K.2(D-i), K.2E, 
K.5(B/C), K.6(B), K.7A, K.8(D), 
K.10(A-D) 

K.1 (A/C), K.1(E) K.2(Aii/iv/v), 
K.2(B-i), K.2(D-i), K.2E, 
K.5(B/C), K.6(B), K.7A, K.8(D), 
K.10(A-D) 

K.1 (A/C), K.1(E) K.2(Aii/iv/v), 
K.2(B-i), K.2(D-i), K.2E, K.5(B/C), 
K.6(B), K.7A, K.8(D), K.10(A-D) 

K.1 (A/C), K.1(E) K.2(Aii/iv/v), 
K.2(B-i), K.2(D-i), K.2E, 
K.5(B/C), K.6(B), K.7A, K.8(D), 
K.10(A-D) 

K.1 (A/C), K.1(E) K.2(Aii/iv/v), 
K.2(B-i), K.2(D-i), K.2E, 
K.5(B/C), K.6(B), K.7A, K.8(D), 
K.10(A-D) 

Objective(s) The learners will identify 
characteristics of fiction and 

persuasive text and actively listen 
to text read aloud to develop 

comprehension. Plus read/spell 
capital/lowercase consonant Tt 

(tent), alphabet;  # of 
letters/vowels,  etc. 

The learners will identify 
characteristics of fiction and 

persuasive text and actively listen 
to text read aloud to develop 

comprehension. Plus read/spell 
capital/lowercase consonant Tt 

(tent), alphabet;  # of 
letters/vowels,  etc. 

The learners will identify 
characteristics of fiction and 

persuasive text and actively listen 
to text read aloud to develop 

comprehension. Plus read/spell 
capital/lowercase consonant Tt 

(tent), alphabet;  # of 
letters/vowels,  etc. 

The learners will identify 
characteristics of fiction and 

persuasive text and actively listen 
to text read aloud to develop 

comprehension. Plus read/spell 
capital/lowercase consonant Tt 

(tent), alphabet;  # of 
letters/vowels,  etc. 

The learners will identify 
characteristics of fiction and 

persuasive text and actively listen 
to text read aloud to develop 

comprehension. Plus read/spell 
capital/lowercase consonant Tt 

(tent), alphabet;  # of 
letters/vowels,  etc. 

Bellwork Writing activity Alphabet activity page Writing activity  Alphabet activity page 

 

Writing activity  

Learning  
Activities 

Build background knowledge-Module 2 

Poster: There’s Only One Me!! & 

Get Curious Video: You and Me 

Meet author/illustrator and intro. 

Book of the week: I Am Rene’ the 

Boy 

Review Genre - Fiction/ Story 

Elements anchor chart (T28) 

(characters, setting, plot) then 

READ book  - discuss comp.?s 

T29, *practice turn/talk  

Academic Vocab. Routine T38 

Anchor Chart - Check for 

Understanding 3- reread  I Am 

Rene’ the Boy discuss ?s (T39) 

with TURN & TALK 

 

***Model and count syllables in 

a word- T40 -  practice  without 

pictures  (Know It, Show It pg 

51)  

Connect/Teach -  Display Anchor 

Chart: Plot 2 to review plot  and 

intro.  problem/solution 

(T48 )-  

 **Reread - I Am Rene’ the Boy 

Discuss pg.. 8 (problem) and pg. 30 

(solution) 

Read Aloud : Introduce Big Book 

- Being DIfferent Rocks!- meet 

author/illustrator,  Intro. New 

Genre: Persuasive Text - anchor 

chart 

comp. ?s etc. T51 

*Print Concepts -  Directionality 

**Practice reading in big book:  

“ I Am Rene’ the Boy” - discuss 

reading left to right and top to 

bottom. 

**Review characteristics of 

Persuasive Text(T60) w/ opinions 

and reasons and continue on 

pg.(T61) 

 

 

*** Response to Text (T70) - 

Display anchor chart- Make 

Connections-discuss whole group 

than complete myBook page 17 , 
write name and draw 2 two 

things about how  your name is 

special?!? 

*Review Vocab.: T71 

 

 

Key  
Vocabulary 

Big Idea Words: celebrate, 

different, special/Power 

Words:  participate, 

pronounce, research 

Big Idea Words: celebrate, 

different, special/Power 

Words:  participate, 

pronounce, research 

Big Idea Words: celebrate, 

different, special/Power 

Words:  participate, 

pronounce, research 

Big Idea Words: celebrate, 

different, special/Power 

Words:  participate, 

pronounce, research 

Big Idea Words: celebrate, 

different, special/Power 

Words:  participate, 

pronounce, research 



Writing 
Intro. Narrative Writing (T34) and 

Anchor Chart: Characters and 

Setting 

**Using book of the week, model 

“Characters and setting (T35) **Take 

notes on a story (whole group) 

Read a writing model: Narrative 

Writing Model 2.1 then review 

Character and Setting - model how 

to take notes (T45) 

Teach Order of Events (T56) and 

make sure the order makes 

sense. Practice together- 

Writer’s Notebook pg. 19 

***Intro: Past-Tense Verbs (T66)  

Reread pg. 4 of I Am Rene’ 
focussing on past tense verbs 

and -ed ending - display/engage: 

Grammar 2.1a 

***Intro. Irregular Past-Tense 

Verbs - display/engage: 

Grammar 2.1b(T76) 

Guided/ 
Independent 
Practice 

Saxon Lesson 17  and use this 

time for customized small group 

lessons.  

Saxon Lesson 18 and 

customized small group lessons.  

**Start Right Reader pg. 4-11 

and ?s T43(a, by, I, my, the , to) 

Saxon Lesson 19 plus rhyming 

sheet for a grade  and 

customized small group lessons.  

Saxon Lesson 20 and 

customized small group lessons.  

**Start Right Reader pg. 12-19 

and ?s T65(by, my, see, the, to) 

 

Closure/Home
work 

**Words to Know: the, a, 
see, I, go, is, my, you, 

by, and, no, to, am, at, 

can, man, has, me, he, she 

**Words to Know: the, a, 
see, I, go, is, my, you, 

by, and, no, to, am, at, 

can, man, has, me, he, she 

**Words to Know: the, a, 
see, I, go, is, my, you, by, 

and, no, to, am, at, can, 

man, has, me, he, she 

**Words to Know: the, a, 
see, I, go, is, my, you, 

by, and, no, to, am, at, 

can, man, has, me, he, she 

**Words to Know: the, a, 
see, I, go, is, my, you, by, 

and, no, to, am, at, can, 

man, has, me, he, she 

Assessment
- 
Formative 
Summative 
Exit Ticket 

What keyword reminds 

you of the  sound  for “Tt” 

(tent)? 

 

Can you give a word that 

rhymes with hot? 

Can you say a word that 

has 2 syllables? 

Can you give a word that 

rhymes with hog? 

 

 
 
Key Questions During Lesson 
What keyword reminds you of the sound  for “Tt” (tent)? 

Can you give a word that rhymes with hot? 

Can you think of a word that has 2 syllables? 

Can you give a word that rhymes with hog? 

Sight Words: the, a, see, I, by, my, go, is, you, by, and, no, to, am, at, can, man, has, me, he, she 

 

******Remember: You may want to try the “t” chart for vocab.!?!? What do you THINK it means VS. What it ACTUALLY 

means???? 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


